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Introduction 

G.Da Prato and 1. Ichikawa proved in [3J that under stabilizability 
and detect ability conditions the Riccati equation (3.1) arising in the 
stochastic quadratic control problem has a unique nonnegative bounded 
solution. We replace the detect ability condition with the uniform ob
servability property and we obtain the same conclusion and, moreover, 
we show that this solution is uniformly positive. So, we generalize the 
result obtained by T.Morozan in [7J for finite dimensional case. We 
also prove that our result is distinct from the one of G.Da Prato and I. 
Ichikawa. 

1. Stabilizability, detectability, uniform 
observability and uniform controllability 
for linear differential stochastic equations 

Let H, U, V be separable real Hilbert spaces. L(H, V) is the Banach 
space of all bounded linear operators from H into V ( if H = V we put 
L(H, V) = L(H)). We denote by H the subspace of L(H) formed by 
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422 ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION OF DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS 

all self-adjoint operators. We write (.,.) for the inner product and 11.11 
for norms of elements and operators. The operator 8 E L(H) is called 
nonnegative (8 2: 0) if 8 is self-adjoint and (8x, x) 2: 0 for all x E H. We 
set L+(H) = {8 E L(H), 82: O}. For each interval J c R+, we denote 
by Cs(J, L(H)) the space of all strongly continuous mappings G(t) : J c 
R+ ---+ L(H) and by Cb(J, L(H)) the subspace of Cs(J, L(H)), which 
consist of all mappings G(t) such that sup IIG(t)11 < 00. If E is a Banach 

tE J 
space we also denote by C( J, E) the space of all continuous mappings 
G(t) : J c R+ ---+ E. We need the following assumption: 

PI: a) A(t), t E [0, (0) is a closed linear operator on H with constant 
domain D dense in H. 
b) there exist M > 0 , 'rJ E 1f) and 0 E (-00,0) such that 
88,17 = {A E C; larg(A - 0)1 < 'rJ} c p(A(t)), for all t 2: 0 and 
IIR(A,A(t))11 :s; for all A E 88,17' 

c) there exist numbers a E (0,1) and IV > 0 such that 
IIA(t)A-I(s)-III:s;IV It - siD:, t2:s2:0, where we denote by p(A) , 
R(A, A) the resolvent set of A and respectively the resolvent of A. 

It is known (see [4]) that if PI holds, then the family A(t), t 2: 0 gener
ates an evolution operator U(t, s). For any n E N we have n E p(A(t)). 
The operators An(t) = n2 R(n, A(t)) - nI are called the Yosida approxi
mations of A(t). If we denote by Un(t, s) the evolution operator relative 
to An(t) for each x E H one has lim Un(t, s)x = U(t, s)x uniformly on 

n->oo 
any bounded subset of {(t, s); t 2: s 2: O}. 

Let ( n, F, Ft , t E [0,(0), P) be a stochastic basis. We consider the 
stochastic equation 

m 

dy(t) = A(t)y(t)dt + L Gi(t)y(t)dwi(t), y(s) = x E H, 
i=l 

denoted by {A; Gi}. The family A(t) satisfies the hypothesis PI, Gi E 

Cs([O, (0), L(H)), i = 1, ... , m and Wi'S are independent real Wiener pro
cesses relative to Ft. 

It is known (see [3]) that {A; Gi } has a unique mild solution in the 
space C([s, TJ, L2(n; H)) that is adapted to Ft ; namely the solution of 

m t 

y(t) = U(t, s)x + L J U(t, r)Gi(r)y(r)dwi(r). (1.1) 
i=l s 

Let y(t, s; x) be the mild solution of {A; Gi }. We have the following 
definition (see [5J for the autonomous case): 
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Definition 1 The equation {A; Gi} is uniformly exponentially stable if 
there exist constants w>o such that Elly(t, S; e-W(t-8) IIxl1 2 

for all t s ° and x E H. 

If C E C8 ([0, (0), L(H, V)), we consider the system {A, Gi ; C} formed 
by equation {A; Gi} and the observation relation z(t) = C(t)y(t, s, x). 

Definition 2 [7] The system {A, C; Gi } is uniformly observable if there 

exist T > ° and "I> ° such that E 18 +7 IIC(t)y(t,s;x)11 2 dt 'Yllxl1 2 

for all s E R+ and x E H. 

Definition 3 [3] Let D E Cb([O, (0), L(H)). The system {A, D; Gi } is 
detectable if there exists L E Cb([O, (0), L(H)) such that {A + LD; Gi} 
is uniformly exponentially stable. 

If B E Cb([O, (0), L(U, H)) and u E L2(R+, U), we associate to {A; Gi } 

the following stochastic linear control equation, denoted by {A, B; Gi }: 
m 

dy(t) = A(t)y(t)dt + B(t)u(t)dt + L Gi(t)y(t)dwi(t), y(s) = X. 
i=l 

Definition 4 [3] The equation {A, B; Gi } is stabilizable if there exists 
FE Cb([O, (0), L(H, U)) such that {A + BF; Gd is uniformly exponen
tially stable. 

In the deterministic case it is known (see [6] for the autonomous case) 
that uniform observability implies detect ability. We will prove in the 
following section that this assertion is not true in the stochastic case. 

2. A counter example for the implication 
"uniform controllability implies 
stabilizability" 

Assume that H = R n , V = RP and U = Rd (where R n is the real 
n-dimensional space) and functions A, B, C and Gi are defined on the 
whole real axis R and are assumed to be continuous and bounded. By 
Y (t, s), t s we denote the fundamental random matrix solution asso
ciated with the equation {A; G i } (see [8]). 

Definition 5 The equation {A,.B; Gi}is uniformly controllable if there 
8 

exist T > ° and "I > ° such that E J Y(s, t)B(t)B*(t)Y*(s, t)dt "II 
8-7 

for all s E R, where I is the identity operator on H. 
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Remark 1 If Gi = 0 and Y(s, t) is replaced with the evolution operator 
U(s, t) associated to family A(t), t E R we obtain the definition for the 
uniform controllability of the deterministic equation {A, B}. 

Similarly, the Definition 2 can be extended for all s E R. So, by corol
laries C.1 and C.2 of [8] we deduce that uniform controllability implies 
(or does not imply) stabilizability if and only if uniform observability 
implies (or does not imply) detect ability. Suppose all the operators are 
constants, m=l and G1 =G. In the time invariant case uniform control
lability is called controllability. From Proposition 4.1 in [3], it follows: 

Remark 2 If {A, B; G} is stabilizable, then there exists a solution in 
L+(H) of the Riccati equation 

A*K+KA+G*KG+I-KBB*K=O. (2.1) 

Lemma 1 1 (see [9]) If the deterministic equation {A, B} is controllable 
(see the Remark 1), then the stochastic equation {A, B; G} is control
lable. 

Proof. Let us consider the operators M, C:1i -7 1i , M(P)=AP+PA*, 
G(K) = GKG*. From proposition P.1 in [8], we see that {A, B; G} 
(resp.{ A, B}) is controllable, if and only if there exist T, "I > 0 such that 
J:-T e(s-p)(M+G) BB*dp 2: "II ( resp.JSs_T e(s-p)(M) BB*dp 2: "II) for all 
s E R. If we consider the Cauchy problem 

= (M + C)(R(t)), R(s) = BB*, t 2: s 2: 0 

we have (by variation constants formula) 

R(t) = e(t-s)M(BB*) + it e(t-r)MC(R(r))dr. 

On the other hand R(t) = e(t-s)(M+G) (BB*) 2: O. 

Since C(K) 2: 0 and e(t-s)M(K) 2: 0 for all K E L+(H), we de
duce e(t-s)(M+G)(BB*) 2: e(t-s)M(BB*) for all t 2: s 2: O. From the 
hypothesis and the last inequality the conclusion follows. • 

Counter-example. (see[9]) Let us consider the stochastic equation 

{A, B; G}, where A = B = ( ) and G = Since 

rank(B, AB) = 2, {A, B} is controllable and, from the previous lemma, 
we deduce that {A, B; G} is controllable. We will prove that {A, B; G} 

IThis result was proved in [9) in the hypothesis that the operators A and G commute, but 
prof.T .Morozan noticed that this assumption can be removed. 
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is not a stabilizable equation. Assume by contradiction that {A, B; G} 
is stabilizable. Then, from Remark 2, follows that there exists a solution 

K = (Xl X2) in L+(H) of the Riccati equation (2.1), which satisfies 
X2 X3 

the conditions XlX3 :2: X§, Xl :2: 0. (2.2) 

For this solution, equation (2.1) is equivalent with the following system: 

(Xl + X2)2 = 3Xl + 1, (Xl + X2)(X2 + X3) = 3X2, (2.3) 

(X2 + X3)2 = 4X3 + 1. 

In order to solve (2.3) the following situations arise: a) if Xl + X2 = ° 
(respectively X2 + X3 = 0), then we have Xl = -1/3 ( respectively 
X3 = -1/4) and the condition (2.2) does not hold; 

b) if Xl + X2 -I- ° and X2 + X3 -I- ° we obtain Xl +X2 = 3X I +1 = r r , X2+X3 3X2 4X3+l 

Hence it follows successively 9x§ = 12xlX3 + 3Xl + 4X3 + 1 > 12xlX3 
and 9/12x§ > XlX3. From (2.2) we deduce 9/12x§ > x§ and we get a 
contradiction. Thus, we proved that there exists a stochastic system, 
which is controllable and is not stabilizable. Consequently, an uniform 
observable system it not necessarily a detectable one. 

3. Bounded solutions of Riccati equation 
of stochastic control 

In this section assume that PI holds, B E Cb( [0,(0), L(U, H)), B* E 

Cb([O, (0), L(H, U)), CECb([O, (0), L(H, V)), C*C, GiECb([O, (0), L(H)), 
K(t) E Cb([O, (0), L+(U)) and there exists 50 > ° such that K(t) :2: 50! 
for all t E [0, (0). Consider the Riccati equation 

m 

P'(s) + A*(s)P(s) + P(s)A(s) + L Gi(s)P(s)Gi(s)+ 
i=l 

(3.1) 

+C*(r)C(r) - P(s)B(s)(K(s))-lB*(s)P(s) = ° 
We say that P is a mild solution on an interval J of (3.1)(see [3J ), if 
P E Cs(J, L+(H)) and if it satisfies 

P(s)x = U*(t, s)P(t)U(t, s)x + t.lt U*(r, s)[Gi(r)P(r)Gi(r)+ (3.2) 

+C*(r)C(r) - P(r)B(r)(K(r))-l B*(r)P(r)JU(r, s)xdr 

for all s ::; t, s, t E J. Moreover, if P is a mild solution on R+ of (3.1) 
and sup IIP(s)11 < 00, then P is said to be a bounded solution. If 

sER+ 'm 

+ + Pn(s)An(s) + Gi(s)Pn(S)Gi(S)+ (3.3) 

+C*(r)C(r) - Pn(s)B(s)(K(s))-l B*(s)Pn(s) = 0 
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is the approximating equation of (3.1), then we have the following lemma: 

Lemma 2 [3] Assume PI holds. Let 0 < T < (Xl and let R E L+(H). 
Then there exists a unique mild (resp. classical) solution P (resp. Pn) 
of (3.1) (resp. (3.3)) on [0, T] such that P(T) = R (resp. Pn(T) = R) 
and for each x E H, Pn(S)x ---+ P(s)x uniformly on [0, T]. 

Assume that (3.1) has a bounded solution P(s) and consider 8(s) = 
-(K(s))-I B*(s)P(s), s O. We denote U(H) = L2(O, Fs , P, H) and if 

E U (H) we consider the equation 
m 

dz(t) = [A(t) + B(t)8(t)]z(t)dt + L Gi(t)z(t)dwi(t), z(s) = (3.4) 
i=1 

We associate to (3.4) the integral equation: 
t 

z(t) = U(t, + J U(t, r)B(r)8(r)z(r)dr+ 
m t s 

+ L J U(t, r)Gi(r)z(r)dwi(r) 
i=1 s 

(3.5) 

If An(t) , n E N are the Yosida approximations of A(t), then we have 
the following approximating system of (3.4) 

m 
dzn(t) = [An(t) + B(t)8(t)]zn(t)dt + L Gi(t)zn(t)dwi(t), 

zn(s) = 
i=1 

(3.6) 

Lemma 3 Let 0 :::; s :::; T. If P(t), t E R+ is a bounded solution of 
(3.1), then (3.5) has a unique solution denoted by z(t, S; x), which belongs 
to O([s, T], L2(O; H)) and is adapted to Ft and the system (3.6) has a 
unique classical solution Zn . Moreover, Zn ---+ z in mean square uniformly 
on [s,T]. 

The unique solution of (3.5) which belongs to C([s, T], L2(O; H)) is 
called the mild solution of (3.4). 
Proof. From Theorem 2.3.1 in [1] it follows that (3.4) and respec
tively (3.6) have unique mild solutions in C([s, T], L2(O; H)). It is a 
simple exercise to verify that the mild solution of (3.6) coincides with 
the strong (classical) solution. We only have to prove that Zn ---+ Z in 
mean square uniformly on [s,T], s O. Since Un(t,r)x-U(t,r)x ---+ 0 

n-+oo 
for every x E H uniformly on {(t,r),T t l' O}!.-we deduce, 
from the uniform boundedness theorem, that there exists MT > 0 such 
as IlUn(t,r)-U(t,r)11 :::; MT for all 0 :::; l' :; t :; T and n E N. 
If MT = sup IIU(t, 1')11 , Gi' = sup IIGi(r)ll, i = 1, ... , m and 

rE[O,T] 

jj = sup IIB(r)8(r)ll, then it is not very difficult to see that we have 
rE[O,T] 
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E Ilzn(t) - z(t)112 :::; (2m + 3){llUn(t, 8)X - U(t, 8)x112 + 
t 2 t 2 

+N J E Ilzn(r)-z(r)11 dr+ J E II [Un(t, r)-U(t, r)]D(r)z(r)11 dr+ (3.7) 
s m t s 

+ I: J E II [Un(t, r) - U(t, r)]Gi(r)z(r)11 2 dr}, 
i=l s 

where N is a constant depending on MT , MT , D and Gi , i = 1, ... , m. 
Denote the last two integrals of the previous inequality by h,n and h,n, 
respectively. It is easy to see that if we prove that h n ---7 0 (resp. 

, 

h n ---7 0) uniformly with respect to t, then for every c > 0 there 
, n---tOQ 

exists nc: EN such as IlUn(t, 8)X-U(t, 8)xI1 2+h,n+h,n < c for all n E N, 
n:::::: nc:. Using this relation in (3.7) and Gronwall's lemma it follows the 
conclusion. We prove only the statement for h,n, because the proof for 
hn goes on similarly. Since rjJ : [8, T] ---7 L2(n, H) rjJ(r) = D(r)z(r) is 
continuous, then rjJ([8, T]) = 6. c L2(n, H) is compact. Let fix r E [8, T] 
and an(r) = sup Ell [Un(t, r) - U(t, . It is easy to see that 

xA 

the map (t,O -! E II[Un(t, r) - U(t, is continuous on [r, T] x 6. 
for every n E N. Thus there exists (tn,r, E [r, T] x 6. such that 
an(r) = Since r is fixed, we write, by convenience, 
instead of and so, an(r) = E II[Un(tn,r) - .We 
will prove that an(r) ---7 O. Assume by contradiction that an(r) -f+ 

n---t(X) n---too 

O. Let I) > O. Then there exists a subsequence of an(r) such as an(r) :::::: I). 

Since {tn }nEN, hEN belongs to compact sets, they have convergent 
subsequences. Consider a subsequence of {an (r )}nEN (still denoted 
an(r)) such as the corresponding {tn} and converge. We have 
lim E II [Un(tn, r) - U(tn, :::; 5lim {E IlUn(tn, 112 + 

n-+OQ n---too 

+E II [Un (tn, r) - U(tn, + 2E II [U(tn, r) - U(t, + 
+E IIU(tn, - = O. 
We obtain, lim an(r) = 0 :::::: I) and we deny the hypothesis; hence 

n--+oo 
lim an(r) = O. Consider the map : [8, T] x [8, T] x 6. ---7 R+, 

n--+oo 

r, 0 = E II [Un(t, r) - U(t, X{(t,r),s::;r::;t::;T}(t, r). 
Since ---7 (resp. r ---7 is continuous on [8,T]x6. 
(resp. on [8, T]), sup :::; an(r) and [8, T] x 6. is separa

ble, it follows that r ---7 sup r, 0 is Borel measurable. Then 

T T 

h,n = J r, Odr :::; J sup r, ---7 0 by bounded 
s s xA n--+oo 

convergence theorem :::; MTSUpE < 00 ). • 
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We introduce the following hypothesis: 

P2 : The evolution operator U(t, s) has an exponentially growth that is, 
there exist Mo and w positive constants such that II U (t, s) II :s; Moew(t-s). 

Taking mean square in (3.5) and using P2 and Gronwall's inequality 
we obtain: 

Lemma 4 Assume P2 holds. If z(t, s; x) is the mild solution of (3.4), 
then there exists a continuous function ¢ : R+ -} R+ such that 

E Ilz(t, s; x)11 2 :::; ¢(t - s) IIxl12 for all x E Hand 0:::; s:::; t. 

Definition 6 A self-adjoint solution of (3.1) is called stabilizing for 
{A; G i } if {A + BS; G i } is uniformly exponentially stable, where S(t) = 
-(K(t) )-1 B* (t)P(t). 

Theorem 1 Assume that {A, Gi ; C} is uniformly observable and P2 

holds. If P(t) is a nonnegative bounded solution of (3.1) then 
a) there exists 8 > ° such that P(t) 2: 8I for all t E [0,00) (P is 

uniformly positive on R+); 
b) P is a stabilizing solution (Jor {A; Gi } ). 

Proof. The main idea is the one in [7]. Let P(t) be a nonnegative 
bounded solution of the Riccati equation (3.1) and I and T as in Defi
nition 2. If z(t, s; x) is the mild solution of (3.4) then we introduce the 
linear nonnegative operator Q(s), which satisfies the relation 

S+T 

(Q(s)x,x) = E J IIC(t)z(t,s;x)112+ (3.8) 

s 

+ (S*(t)K(t)S(t)z(t, s; x), z(t, s; x)) dt. 

The above relation defines a unique linear nonnegative operator Q(s). 
We will prove that I = inf{ (Q(s)x, x) ,s 2: 0, x E H, Ilxll = I} > 0. 
Assume by contradiction that I = 0. Then, for every c > ° there 

exist Sc E [0,00), Xc E H, I !Xc II = 1, such that (Q(sc)Xc, xc) < c. 
Let zc(t) = z(t, Sc; xc), uc(t) = S(t)zc(t) for all t 2: Sc. We get 

Se+-r 

c> (Q(SE):EE' :EE) ? E J (K(t)S(t)z(t, SE; :EE), S(t)z(t, SE; :EE)) dt ? 
s" 

S.s+-r 

? JoE J IluE (t)11 2 dt. 
s" 

On the other hand we have 
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SE+T 

E> (Q(Sf;)Xe,Xe):::: E J IIC(t)ze(t)1I 2dt and 

SE+T 

E:::: 1/2E J IIC(t)y(t, Se; xe)112 dt- (3.9) 

SE 

SE+T 

- 02 J E Ily(t, Se; Xe) - z(t, Se; xe)112 dt, 
SE 

where y(t, Se; Xe) is the mild solution of {A; Gi} with the initial condition 
y(se) = xe and 0 = sup IIC(r)ll. We need an upper estimation for 

O::;r<oo 
SE+T 

J E Ily(t, Se; Xe) - z(t, Se; xe)112 dt. From Lemma 3, (1.1) and (3.5) we 
SE 

t 
get z(t, Se; Xe) - y(t, Se; Xe) = J U(t, r)B(r)S(r)z(r, Se; xe)dr+ 

SE 

Consider B = sup IIB(r)ll. Taking mean square, using P2 and Fubini's 
O::;r<oo 

theorem it follows E Ily(t, Se; Xe)-z(t, Se; Xe) 112 ::;(m+1)M6e2WT[B2E/60+ 
m t 

+ :L G; J E Ilz(r, Se; Xe) - y(r, Se; Xe) 112 drJ for all t E [se, se + TJ, 
i=l Se 

SE+T 

because E :::: 60E J Ilue(t)112 dt. By Gronwall's inequality and since 
SE 

t E [Se, Se + TJ we obtain E Ily(t, Se; Xe) - z(t, Se; xe)112 ::; Erl, where 
m 

rl = (m + 1) (M6e2WT B 21/60) exp(TM6e2wT(m + 1) :L G;). 
i=l 

Since {A, Gi ; C} is uniformly observable, (3.9) becomes E :::: (1/2)')'-
rl 02 E. We get a contradiction since E > 0 is arbitrary. Hence there 
exists r2 > 0 such that 

(Q(t)x, x) :::: r211xl1 2 (3.10) 

for all t E R+ and x E H. 
If Pn(t) = Pn(S+T, t, P(S+T)) is the classical solution of (3.3) with the 

initial condition Pn(s + T) = P(s + T) and P(s) is the bounded solution 
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of (3.1), then we apply the Ito's formula for the classical solution of (3.6) 
and the function vn(t, x) = (Pn(t)x, x). Taking expectations, we get 

E (Pn(s + T)Zn(S + T, S; x), zn(s + T, S; x)) - (Pn(s)x, x) = 
S+T 

= -E J IIC(t)zn(t, S; x)112 + (K(t)Sn(t)zn(t, S; x), Sn(t)zn(t, S; x)) dt, 
S 

where Sn(t) = K(t)B*(t)Pn(t). As n -7 00 in the last equality and 
using Lemma 2 and 3 we get E (P(s + T)Z(S + T, S; x), z(s + T, S; x)) -

S+T 

(P(s)x, x) =-E J IIC(t)z(t, S; x)112 + (K(t)S(t)z(t, S; x), S(t)z(t, S; x)) dt. 
S 

Therefore we get (P(s )x, x)-E (P(s + T)Z(S + T, S; x), z(s + T, S; x)) = 
(Q(s)x, x) for all S ::::: 0 and x E H. From (3.10) and since P (.) is bounded 
on R+ and nonnegative, we deduce that there exists r3 > 0 such as 

r311x11 2::::: (P(s)x, x) ::::: (Q(s)x, x) ::::: r211xl12 (3.11) 

for all s ::::: 0 and x E H. If we take 6 = r2 it follows a). 
Let us prove b). From (3.11) we get (P(s)x, x) :::; r211xl12 :::; 

:::; (P(s)x,x) -E(P(S+T)Z(S+T,S;X),Z(S+T,S;X)) 

and (1 - (P(s)x, x) ::::: E (P(s + T)Z(S + T, S; x), z(s + T, S; x)) . 
Let q = (1 - < 1 , v(s,x) = (P(s)x,x) and g(s,x) = Ev(s + 

T, z(s + T, S; x)), s E R+, x E H. Then 

g(s, x) :::; qv(s, x) (3.12) 

for any s E R+, x E H. We will prove that for all S,p E R+ and u E H 

Eg(s, z(s,p, u)) = Ev(s + T, z(s + T,p; x)). (3.13) 

Let E Y(H) be a simple random variable (it takes on only a finite 
n 

number of values) then = I: XAiXi, where {Aih=l, ... m, Ai E Fs is a 
i=l 

partition of D, XAi is the characteristic function of Ai and Xi E H. Then 
n 

= I: XAig(S, Xi). By the linear dependence of z(s + T, S; x) to the 
i=l 

initial conditions and since z(s + T, S; x) is Fs- independent we obtain 
E (P(s + T)Z(S + T, S; z(s + T, S; = 

= E (P(s + T)Z(S + T, S; XAiXi), z(s + T, S; XAiXi)) = 
n 

= E(I: XAi (P(s + T)Z(S + T, s'; Xi), z(s + T, s; Xi))) = 
i=l 

n 
= I: P(Ai)g(s, Xi) = Eg(s, 

i=l 
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Consequently 

= E( (P(s + T)Z(S + T, s; z(s + T, s; (3.14) 

Since z(s,p, u) E U(H) for all s :2: p :2: a and u E H, there exists a 
sequence }nEN C U (H) of simple random variables, which converges 
to z(s,p, u) and satisfies (3.14). 

Thus g(s, = E( (P(s + T)Z(S + T, S; z(s + T, S; 
As n --+ 00 in the last equality we get 

Eg(s, z(s,p, u)) = E (P(s + T)Z(S + T, S; z(s,p, u)), z(s + T, S; z(s,p, u))) 
From the uniqueness of the mild solution of (3.4) we deduce 
Eg(s, z(s,p, u)) = E( (P(s + T)Z(S + T,p, u)), z(s + T, p, u)))). 
We obtain (3.13). Then from (3.12) we deduce 
E[g(s, z(s,p; x))] ::; qEv(s, z(s,p; x)) or 
EV(S+T,Z(S+T,p;X))::; qEv(s,z(s,p;x)) 
From the last inequality, Lemma 4 and (3.11) it follows that there exist 

(3 :2: 1 and a > a ( a = ) such as E Ilz(t,p; x)112 ::; (3e-a (t-p ) IIxl12 
for all t :2: p :2: a and x E H. Hence P is a stabilizing solution. _ 

The following results are the infinite dimensional versions of Proposi
tion 5 and Theorem 1 from [7]. 

Proposition 1 Under the assumptions of the above theorem the Riccati 
equation (3.1) has at most one nonnegative bounded solution. 

Proof. Since it is not very difficult to prove (see Corollary 3.2 in [3]) 
that any bounded and stabilizing solution of (3.1) is maximal (see [3]) 
in the class of bounded solutions, the conclusion follows from the above 
theorem. _ 

The following theorem is the main result of this section. 

Theorem 2 Assume {A, Gi ; B} is stabilizable and {A, Gi ; C} is uni
formlyobservable. Then the Riccati equation (3.1) has a unique nonneg
ative bounded on R+ solution P( t) , which is a stabilizing solution and 
there exists 8 > a such that P(t) :2: 8I for all t E [0, (0). 

Proof. From Theorem 4.1 in [3] it follows that under stabilizability 
conditions the equation (3.1) has a bounded solution on R+. From 
Theorem 1 and the above proposition we deduce the conclusion. _ 
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